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1. INTRODUCTION

To make clear the developmental process of speech in childhood is one of the

most important problems in the various studies of symbolic behavior, including

the study of language, and also in the studies of human development. The study

of speech development, however, has not progressed much, because of the lack of

the objective description of voices. The latest advance in electronics has over

corned this methodological difficulty. We can use a tape recorder in recording

voices and can use a sound-spectrograph in analyzing and describing them.

Using a Sona-Graph, J. Murai made clear the developmental process of the

prelinguistic utterance of Japanese infants (3). N. Okamoto made clear the process

in which prelinguistic voices got stabilized as words in the case of a Japanese

infant (6).

Comparing the speech developments of Japanese and American, we are going

to make clear the following processes and the influences of environmental factors,

especially the language system of parents, upon these processes:

1) How does the development of an articulation mechanism in childhood

proceed?

2) How do the prelinguistic voices, uttered by an infant, become systematized

to be a specific phoneme system ?

3) How does the verbalization of these voices proceed through the process of

the phoneme-systematization?

4) What kind of fundamental relations exist between the phoneme-systematiza

tion, verbalization process and other developmental processes, especially the deve

lopment of personality?

In this article, as the first step of this research, we deal with infants from

birth to about one year, the beginning of the phoneme-systematization and ver

balization.

Sei NAKAZIMA (Jt1~ ~) : Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Kyoto
*1 This research project has been supported by the Grant of the Japanese Ministry of Educa

tion since 1959.
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II. PROCEDURES

We selected three female and three male Japanese and two female, two male

Americans*\ shown in Table 1. We recorded the voices of each of them in its

favorite playing room by a tape recorder and described the situations in which

it uttered sounds and behaved. Each recording took about half an hour. We

analyzed these voices by the Sona-Graph, H.S., wide band, and recorded their

overall envelopes by the Amplitude Display Unit, shown in Fig. 1-10. The tape

recorder used was TEAC (TD 102, AR 11). Its overall recording and reproducing

characteristic was from 40 cps to 15000 cps ±3 db, speed 7 1/2 inch/second.

To supplement these recordings daily records were kept covering the follow

ing points:

1) Observations of S's voices and situations which S uttered them.

2) Observations of S's responses to external voice stimuli.

Table 1. Subjects and Recording Condition*3

Subjects Beginning of Beginning of One Sonagrams of
Nationality Recording by "R .1 their Voices,(Sex) Recording -0

Tape Recorder per shown in

E.T. (F) 5 days (0; 0,5) 28 days (0; 0,28) 1 Wk. Fig. 1

Y.S. (F) 2 Mos. (0; 2) 2 Mos. (0; 2) 2 Wks. Fig. 4

japanese Ya.N. ( F) 1 Mo. (0 ; 1) 1 Mo. (0; 1) 2 Wks. Fig. 5

H.K. (M) 1 Mo. (0 ; 1) 1 Mo. (0; 1) 2 Wks. Fig. 7

T.T. (M) 7 Mos. (0; 7) 7 Mos. (0; 7) 1 Mo. Fig. 10

Yu.N. (M) I Mo. (0 ; 1) 10 Mos. (0; 10) 2 Wks. Fig. 9

G.M. (F) 3 Mos. (0; 3) 3 Mos. (0; 3) 2 Wks. Fig. 2 & 8

F.P. (F) 6 Mos. (0; 6) 6 Mos. (0; 6) 2 Wks. Fig. 11
Americans E.D. (M) 7 Mos. (0; 7) 7 Mos. (0; 7) 2 Wks. Fig. 6

C.W. (M) 6 Mos. (0; 6) 6 Mos. (0; 6) 2 Wks. Fig. 3

*3 We could not record regularly, because of S's or observer's sickness etc..

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to make clear the process of speech development we should find out

what relations exist between successive stages in this process by a longitudinal

study. We have recorded 10 Ss' voices longitudinally. We describe and discuss

these 10 Ss' data. But to save space we select two Ss, E.T., a Japanese, and C.W.,

an American, and exhibit their sonagrams mainly and show their case histories

in Table 3, 4.

We devide the prelinguistic period, i.e. from birth to about one year, into

several stages mainly from the viewpoint of the development of an articulation

*2 Every family of these Americans had a japanese maid. Therefore these Ss' speeches were
influenced by the maid's japanese. We could not find any Americans without a japanese
maid. The parents of each family, however, talked to their infant in English.
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mechanism.

1st Stage. From birth to about one month, the beginning of non-crying ut

terance. At this stage, the voices produced by Ss were crying. They cried when

they were in a state of discomfort. When they cried their mother came to them

and took away the causes of their discomfort. When their needs were satisfied

they stopped crying.

Expression, evocation and representation are called the three functions of

speech. Crying seems to be the expression of Ss' discomfort and the evocation to

their mother. Therefore crying seems to be the origin of speech. As Murai (4)

and J. Itani (2) stated, however, we don't think crying, voice directly related with

needs, is the main origin of speech. The Japanese monkey has its own voice

system. It has the function of expression and evocation, but not of representa

tion. The path of evolution from the monkey's voice system to the human symbol

system is not continuous (2).

At the first stage, two of our Ss, E.T. and H.K., produced some strange sounds.

When they were not sleeping soundly, they moved their bodies and stretched their

arms and legs in addition to producing these tense sounds. These sounds seem

to be produced by a pipe, constructed from larynx to nose or mouth. They were

produced without the vibration of the vocal cords, Fig. 1.1, or with it, Fig. 1.2.

Two Ss continued to produce these sounds until about two months.

2nd Stage. The Beginning of the Phonation of the Non-crying Utterance.

About one month.

We define pronunciation to be the utterance which consists of phonation,

producing sounds mainly by the vocal cords, and articulation, the modification

of these produced sounds.

At the second stage the Ss began to produce non-crying calm voices mainly with

the vibration of the vocal cords. These voices were principally [;}]-like voices*\

Fig. 1.3, 2.1*5, with the most relaxed articulation organs. By chance, when the

cavity between the back of the tongue and the soft palate was not open [0]- or

[xl-like voices*6 were produced, Fig. 1.4-7, 2.2-4. The Ss phonated voices rather

actively. But their articulation was ruled by chance. The rhythm of their phona

tion was not exactly the same as that of their respiration. One period of the

former was about 0.6-0.8 sec. and that of the latter was about 0.4-0.6 sec. Their

phonation, however, was not independent from their respiration completely. These

voices were phonated at the expiration period of their ordinary respiration.

*4 We cannot describe these voices by the phonetic symbols. We try to show what kind of
voices they are, in this report. Refer to their sonagrams.

*5 As shown in Table 1, we have no data of Americans before three months, because of the
difficulty of finding an American subject. We show the corresponding voices after three
months.

*6 When the duration of the friction was short by chance, nn- or [xl-like voices turned into
[g]- or [k]-like voices.
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The Ss phonated these VOIces when they were comfortable, i.e. after enough

sleep, food, being close to the mother, etc.. At first, they tended to begin to

phonate these calm voices when they were with the mother, then, to phonate them

even when they were alone in hed and to repeat phonation as if they were prac

ticing this operation. For example, at the beginning of one month Ya.N. began

to respond to her mother in a calm voice when she was being fed by the mother.

Later she responded when she was with her mother even when she was not being

fed. And at the end of one month she uttered calm voices when she was alone

in bed more frequently than when she was with her mother.

As Murai stated (4), we think this calm voice is the main origin of speech.

Why do human beings begin to pronounce speech at this stage? H. Wallon point

ed out: When some function begins to work, its organ should be mature before

hand. The pattern of organs' maturation is specific to species. An infant, at

first, begins to try to operate the newly matured organ. But its operation is not

stable. Next, it operates the organ repeatedly without any relations with its needs.

After that, it tries to operate the organ to satisfy its needs in various situations

(II). We think, by the second stage, for human beings, the central and the peri

pheral oragns concerning phonation have matured. And at this stage, they begin

to operate these organs.

J. Piaget discriminated organic and functional needs (8). We use this classi

fication in a somewhat different way. We classify two kinds of needs, functional

needs, the end of which is only to operate the organ, and organic needs, in a wide

sense. To satisfy the organic needs, the organ's operation is used as a means. Then

we classify two kinds of voices, the voice related to the organic needs, i.e. mainly

the crying, and the voice related to the founctinal needs, i.e. the non-crying voice.

The beginning and the development of the phonation are regulated by the

maturation of the phonation organs and are accelerated by the mother's talking.

The mother talks to her baby, e.g. when she is feeding it, etc., even if it does not

reply in voice. When the baby begins to utter some sounds the mother tends to

talk to it more. This talking stimulates the baby to phonate more. At first, vocal

response, of course, is not differentiated from other responses to mother's actions.

After this stage, vocal response differentiates gradually from other responses. A

vocal response shown in Fig. 1.7 is one of the examples.

As shown in Table 2, E.T. cried differently in different situations. We think,

by this stage the infant's needs and personality in general has already developed

and differentiated to some extent. The differences in crying cause differences in

the mother's reactions. The differentiation of the mother's reactions accelerates

the differentiation of its personality. At this stage, of course, infant's means-end

relations are not differentiated. Also the development of its non-crying utterance

has no direct relation to the development of its personality.

3rd Stage. The Development of the Articulation. About two to five months.
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At about two months the Ss began to utter sounds independently from their respira

tion. The duration of one phonation became much longer than that of one normal

expiration. They began to modify these voices actively. For example, E.T. began

to change the pitch during one utterance, Fig. 1.8.

About two, three or four months: Middle-vowel-like voices, [~]-like voices,

appeared less often and front-vowel-like voices, e.g. [a]-, [re]-, [s]-, [e]-, [I]-like ones,

Fig. 1.9-12, became dominant and back-vowel-like voices, e.g. [iiI]-like one*7, Fig.

1.13, 2.3, appeared. Diphthong-like-voices consisting of these voices also appeared,

Fig. 1.10-14, 2.3. Round-vowel-like voices, e.g. [u]-like ones, were articulated rather

by chance, not constantly. The number of glottal-fricative-like voices' appearance,

e.g. [0]-, [xl-like ones', decreased very much. E.T. articulated [xl-like voice active

ly, not by chance, Fig. 1.20, at 0; 3. [j ]-, [s:]-like voices, articulated at the front

part of the articulation organs, appeared, Fig. 1.10-11. When expiration came

from the nose cavity by chance, [D]-like voices were produced, Fig. 1.16. By five

months, C.W., an American, had developed these articulations, Fig. 3.1-4. Voices

articulated by the lips, [p']-like one, and by the tip of the tongue, [tel-like one,

Fig. 1.17-19, were rather exceptional.

About four or five months: Tense voices appeared. Not only the voices

articulated by the front part of the articulation organs, e.g. [i]-like one, but also

those by the back, e.g. [0]-, [Ul]-like ones appeared, Fig. 1.21-23, 3.1, 5,7. The voices

articulated by the lips, e.g. [m]-, [J3]- or [ep]-like ones appeared, Fig. 1.22-24, 3.6, 8.

Almost by chance, the Ss articulated them plosively or fricativelyand expirated

through nose or mouth. The voices articulated by the tip of the tongue, e.g. [d]

like ones etc., began to appear, Fig. 1.25, 3.9. The Ss articulated voiced or voice

less ones almost by chance. Syllable-like voices, some combinations of these voices,

appeared as a unit of articulation.

When they cried they used these articulation mechanisms, Fig. 1.29, 3.14.

When they were in a state of discomfort they uttered nasalized-vowel-like voices

and [oJ-like ones, a retarded pattern of articulation, Fig. 1.30, 3.15.

In the cases of Japanese, Murai found that vowel-like voices developed from

the middle to the front on one side and from the middle to the back on the other

side, and they developed from the relaxed to the tense (3). We obtained the same

results both from Japanese and Americans.

The Ss were fond of operating both the phonation organs and the articulation

organs or each of them in various ways. Their articulations varied in various

ways, Fig. 1.28, 3.13. They voiced sounds in a high pitch, Fig. 1.26, 3.10, and

even by inspiration, Fig. 1.27, 3.11. They repeated opening and closing their

mouth or putting their tongue in and out without uttering. They were also fond

of hearing their parents' voices, imitating their articulation.

*7 [ill] is one of the middle vowels. [iiI]-like voice, described here, was the voice which varied
from [;:>]-like voice backwards a little but not so clearly as em].
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At the middle of two months R.T. began to play alone and at the same time

she began to pronounce alone. Some Ss who played alone from the second stage

pronounced alone from the second stage. Some Ss pronounced more actively

when ~hey were with their parents than when they were alone and some pro

nounced more actively when they were alone than when they were with their

parents.

We think, through the third stage the maturation of the central and the peri

pheral organs concerning phonation proceed and the central and the peripheral

organs concerning~articulationmature. "An infant operates these organs frequently.

From two or three months an infant's response to its environment becomes active.

An infant's various organs has matured and it operates these organs actively.

Operating the phonation and the articulation organs is one of these phenomena.

It is one of the circular reactions (1).

This operation was not so differentiated at this sta:se. For example, at two

months R.T. stopped pronouncing when she was interested in looking at new ob

jects surrounding her. As she got used to looking at these objects, she pronounced

actively again in this situation. At five months when she began to be interested

III playing with toys, the same tendency was observed.

Sometimes the Ss imitated their parents in action, shown in Table 3, 4, but

not in utterance. They responded only by their own articulation mechanism, e.g.

Fig. 1.12, 14.

Through the third stage, the differentiation of Ss' needs, their personality

proceeded. And, as shown in Table 3,4, their cognition of daily schedules deve

loped. What they began to cognize was closely connected with their organic

needs. We think, the developmental organization process of the infant's cogni

tion, based on the differentiation of its personality, is accelerated by the satisfac

tion or the dissatisfaction of its organic needs. The infant's cognition of external

voice stimuli is no exception.

4th Stage. Repetitive Babbling. About six to eight months. At about six

months the Ss began to repeat some similar articulations rhythmically. These

repeated voices were not exactly the same.

At first, at about six months, various consonant-like voices articulated by the

lips were dominant, e.g. [m]-, [b]-, [ph [w]-, [<Ph [v]-like ones, Fig. 1.31-36, 3.16

24, 6.1, and then at about seven months, the Ss articulated voices by the front

part of the tongue actively, e.g. [d]-, [t]-, [dl}]-, [tj]-, [p]-like ones, Fig. 1.41-45,

3.27-32. The repetitions of the articulations by the back of the tongue, e.g. [k]

like ones, Fig. 3.33, were observed in a few cases.

Some repetitive babblings in a whisper or in a high pitch were observed, Fig.

1.33, 3.20, 1.44, 3.33. Syllable-like voices, articulated not in repetition, also ap

peared, Fig. 1.48-50, 3.35-41. Voiced or voiceless, aspirated or non-aspirated, ex

piration through nose or mouth, some variations of a certain articulation, e.g.
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[tCf;)]- or [tee]- or [tjee]-, [tI]- or [t']-, [wa]- or [j3a]- or [va]-, [1]- or [k]-like ones,

etc., seemed to be articulated by chance. These utterances, repetitive babblings

or syllable-like voices, consisted of vowel-like voices or of ce>nsonant-like voices or

of their combinations. The Ss varied their articulations not only in adult's normal

ways but also in peculiar ways. For example, E.T. articulated [l]-like voices with

the tip of the tongue and the upper lip, Fig. 1.46. [k]-like voices were various

kinds of rnixtuers of [k]- and [xl-like ones, e.g. Fig. 3.33, 41.

When they cried they used these articulation mechanisms accompanying nasa

lized-vowel-like voices, Fig. 1.47, 3.34.

By the end of the fourth stage, almost the same articulations as those of parents'

phoneme system were articulated. But round vowel, [u], back vowels, [J], [a], semi

vowel, [w], lateral, [1], fricatives, [s], [z], [0, [3], [<;], [~], [fl, [1], [8], [0], and flap,

[fl, were the exceptions.

At the beginning of the fourth stage articulations by the lips, at the middle

by the front part of the tongue, at the end by the back of the tongue were rela

tively dominant both in Japanese and Americans. Murai found the same deve

lopmental direction of consonant-like articulation in the cases of Japanese (3). At

this stage we did nat find meaningful differences between the articulations of

Japanese and those of Americans.

We think, at the fourth stage mainly at six and seven months, the matura

tion of the articulation organs, especially the jaw and the tongue, proceeds very

much. An infant operates these organs repeatedly as if it were practicing these

articulations and satisfying its functional needs. The development of these arti

culations is also accelerated by anditory stimuli. The characteristic feature of

non-crying utterance as a circular reaction is most dominant at this fourth stage.

As a matter of fact, not only parents' voices but also other sounds, e.g. a dog's

barking, Fig. 10.2, caused these repetitive babblings.

Through the fourth stage, imitation in action, e.g. waving a hand or making

a smile-like face etc., developed and became active. Even at the end of this stage,

however, some imitations in utterance were observed only in a few cases. When

the Ss were talked to by parents they smiled or uttered some voices but did not

imitate parents' voices. Sometimes when they were looking at their parents' ex

pressions they imitated their parents' voices. In these cases their voices were

different from their parents' but almost the same in intonation, Fig. 1. 51-52,

3.42-43, 7.3-4. As shown in Fig. 1.53-56, E.T. seemed to try to imitate her mother's

voice as correctly as possible.

By the end of the fourth stage, most Ss began to be afraid of strangers and

began to stop their action when they heard their mother's "no".

We think, through the fourth stage, the differentiation of infant's needs, the

development of its personality and the organization of its cognition proceed fur

ther. And on this basis, the organization of its cognition of the external voice
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stimuli proceeds. It begins to learn that a certain external VOIce stimulus refers

to its certain behavior or to a certain object in a certain situation. "No" inhibits

the satisfaction of an infant's organic needs. This is one of the first words that it

understands. Even at this stage, the development of an infant's articulation

mechanism has as yet no direct relation to the differentiation of its persona.lity

and to the onganization of its cognition.

5th Stage. The Decrease in the Repetitive Babbling and the Development of

Prelinguistic Communication in Voice. About nine months to one year.

From about nine months the repetitive babbling, the rhythmical repetition of

similar articulations, tended to decrease gradually. The 5s tended to change the

rhythm in one utterance, e.g. E.T. articulated [i:ja:]-like voice slowly and [IEelaI]

like voice rapidly, etc., Fig. 1.60, 3.47. The 5s tended to devide one long babbling

into several pieces, i.e. word-like voices, consisting of several syllable-like voices,

e.g. Fig. 1.59, 3.51, 6.2, etc.. Even after nine months some 5s articulated the repeti

tive babbling, e.g. [g]-, nn-like ones, Fig. 3.48-49, etc..

Articulations which appeared during the fifth stage: [)]-like voices, Fig. 1.63,

3.51, [l]-like ones, Fig. 5.4, 6.2, by both Japanese and Americans. [e:;,]-, [fI]-, [bu]

like ones by Americans, Fig. 6.3, 3.50, 56, [tiiI]-like one by Japanese, Fig. 1.62.

We don't think there are meaningful articulation differences between Japanese

and Americans at this stage. A Japanese articulated [;;.::e]-like voice, Fig. 5.3. [;;.]

and [e:;,] are similar in articulation. When an infant articulates a [e:;,]-like voice

with an effort it may turn into a m-like one by chance. [fI] is similar to [dI] in

articulation (5). An American articulated [djru]-like voice, Fig. 3.41. It is similar

to [tiiI]-like one in articulation.

We think the maturation of an infant's articulation organs and its operating

of these organs almsot reach its peak by the end of the fourth stage. Therefore

an infant's intentional operating of these organs begins to decrease after that. Of

course, the detailed maturation of an infant's articulation organs proceeds further

and its operating of these organs, satisfying its functional needs without satisfac

tion of its organic needs, continues through and after the fifth stage.

Articulations which did not appear by the end of the fifth stage: Back vowels,

[:>], [a], semivowel, [w], fricatives, [s], [z], [3], [8], [5], [f], [.1]. If the 5s articulated

some voices with an effort, protruding or rounding their lips might occur very

easily. At this stage the 5s sometimes articulated with some unnecessary energy.

Round-vowel-like voices, [u]-, [u]-like ones, were articulated rather by chance, not

constantly. The 5s did not articulate round-vowel-like voices, except [u]-, [u]-like

ones, e.g. [y]- or [,O]-like ones etc.. The 5s' articulations were not systematized

yet. For example, F.P. articulated [v]-like voices with the tip of the tongue and

the upper lip, Fig. 11.1.

The 5s tended to pronounce the word-like voices, even the repetitive bab

blings, changing the pitch and changing the stress. We heard them as if they
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were in a conversation situation. For example, they pronounced these voices in

rising intonation as if they were asking a question. Of course, these voices were

meaningless ones.

As shown in Table 3, 4, the imitations in action were observed almost con

stantly. The imitation of the repetitive babbling was performed fairly well, Fig.

1.64-65. The imitation of a word was not performed well at first and was per

formed better later, e.g. Fig. 6.4-6. The Ss did not imitate a word's or sentence's

voice articulation well but imitated its intonation fairly well. For example, C.W.

did not imitate his mother's voice but imitated her intonation and her gestures,

Table 4, Fig. 3.52.

As Piaget considered (9), if a schema has been differentiated well, an infant

can imitate some behavior using this schema. We think, by the fifth stage, the

schema of articulating repetitive babbling has been fairly differentiated as a

circular reaction and the schema of articulating a word or a sentence, i.e. the

conscious application of the schema of articulating repetitive babbling to new

situations, has not been differentiated. By this stage, however, the schema of

phonation has been differentiated. To produce intonation, i.e. to change pitch

and stress, is one of the schemas of phonation.

Okamoto stated: The extensive use of voice in communication develops from

about nine months (7). In our cases, from about nine months Ss' utterances, ut

tered while they were playing alone, tended to decrease and not only Ss' responses

in voice but also their talks to others, mainly to their family members, even to

a doll, Fig. 3.48, tended to increase both in Japanese and Americans. The Ss

tended to use the non-crying utterance, instead of the crying, in order to express

their organic needs and to evoke others. These voices were rather simple but not

specific, e.g. Fig. 1.57-58, 3.44-46, etc.. These tendencies were observed typically

in the case of E.T.. Her utterance of the repetitive babbling decreased very much,

partly because she began to concentrate on trying to stand just at this stage.

At this stage, as shown in Table 3,4, Ss' understanding of what their parents

said also developed. The close relation between what they began to understand

and their organic needs was observed clearly. E.T. had been very fond of being

taken out for a walk every morning. She waved good-bye only in her mother's

arms and at the entrance hall but not in any other situations. This situation

had become the sign of going out for her. C.W. knew "Muffen" refered to his

favorite dog. The development of Ss' cognition of external voice stimuli is based

on the further differentiated organization of their cognition of general external

stimuli.

In Okamoto's case, certain of the infant's utterances were already connected

with certain objects at nine to ten months (6).

Piaget characterized the period of about three to seven months the stage of

the secondary circular reactions. He stated that the character of the primary
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circular reactions of infants consists in simple organic movements centered on

themselves and not destined to maintain a result produced in the external environ

ment. On the other hand, at the stage of the secondary circular reactions, the

movements are centered on a result produced in the external environment and the

means are beginning to be differentiated from the end, at least after the event. At

about eight to nine months a certain number of solidary transformations appear

concerning the mechanism of intelligence and the elaboration of objects. They

are the first actually intelligent behavior patterns. Before this stage, the behavior

patterns consist of circular reactions only. This stage is characterized: The co

odination of the secondary schema and their application to new situations (8).

We think that at the fifth stage an infant's personality differentiates further;

especially its intelligenence develops. On this basis, it integrates the behavior

patterns of using voices to express its organic needs and to evoke others, developed

mainly by the crying, and the mechanism of the articulation and the phonation,

developed by satisfying its functional needs. Also it integrates the latter mechanism

and the organization of its cognition of the external voice stimuli refering to some

behaviors or to some objects, developed by satisfying or dissatisfying its organic

needs. On the other hand, the organization of its cognition is based on the deve

lopment of its intelligence. That is to say, an infant begins to use the non-cry

ing voices as a means of expression, evacation and repersentation. It reorganizes

the articulation mechanism of the repetitive babbling at the level of a language.

During and after this stage, an infant's voice developes as a system of symbols.

6th Stage. The Development of Phoneme-systematization and Verbalization.

From about one year. From about one year, the Ss began to speak some words

not only imitatively but also spontaneously, in Table 2. Even at this stage, Ss'

articulation was not correct both in speaking spontaneously and imitatively, Fig.

1.66-67, 71-72, 4.2, 7.6-7, by Japanese, Fig. 3.54, 6.4-6, 8.4-8, 11.3-5, by Americans.

It is considered that the reorganization of the articulation mechanism of the repeti

tive babbling at.the level of a language begins at the fifth stage and proceeds

through the sixth stage.

What are the characteristic features of the first words that the Ss began to

speak?

1) Though they could not articulate these words correctly, they had already

repeated similar articulations at about six to eight months, at the stage of the

repetitive babbling, in Table 2. Some of them repeated similar voices at about

nine to eleven months without reference to any specific objects, e.g. Fig. 5.5, 7.5,

3.56, etc..

2) They pronounced the intonation of these words fairly correctly and in a

conversation..'}ike way. For example, the falling intonation of [botc;.l] and [kokko],

by Ya.N., of [har], by E.T., was the same as that of Japanese adult. C.W. and

G.M. pronounced [dcedce] or [tettc;.a] in a rising intonation. It was the same as
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Table 2. The List of The First Words

.------- -'-----

1 Fig. 1.68 0;6
1 Fig. I. 70 0;6
1 Fig. 1.72 0;6
1 Fig. 1.73 0;7

1 Fig. 4.2 0;7
1 Fig. 5.6 0; 10*'
1 Fig. 5.8 0; 9*'
I Fig. 7.8 0; 7
1 Fig. 7.9 0; 7

Fig. 9 0; 7
Fig. 10.4 0; 7
Fig. 10.3 0;7

Fig. 8.3 0;8

Fig. 8.8 0;6
Fig. 11.5 0;8
Fig. 3.57 0;7
Fig. 3.58 0; 7

Fig. 3.60 0;8

Fig. 6.7 0;7

0; 1

0'1
o ~ 1

O' I
0; 1

I ; 0

1 ; 0
1 ; 0

1; 1

1; 0

I; 0

1; I
1 ; 0

1 ; 1

car

dog
airplane

thank ~-- I ; 0

or here it is I
good-bye

father

car
yes, or
here it is
thank you,
or here it is

dog

I

?:;rA~~i\~; Is?~e;a~~o I So~a~~i:ms -I C~~;e~l~~d 5s
W d - k h' SImI ar

or spea are s own In Articulation

~1o-~;-:---bY-e----'I'- g~ I --
here it is, 0 ; I
or yes

train

cap Or hat
hen or cock

airplane
fly

- . ---_ ..._----

Natio-I Subjects

1

Wordnality (Sex)

KT. (F) Ibaibail
Iwanwanl
Imammal
Ihail

<- Y.S. (F) Ipoppol'"'0 Ya.N. (F) Ibo:eil'"i:l
" Ikokkol
~

H.K. (M) Ibu:nbu:nl
Ibunbunl

Yu.N. (M) Ibu:1
T.T. (M) Iwanwanl

Ibu:1

G.M. (F)l/tatal

Ibaibail
> F.P. (F) /dadalS
" C.W. (M) Ibu:1..,,,' Ihail'"~

Idadal

KD. (M) Iwauwaul
------,---

*8 [b]- and [tel-like voices were articulated at 0;6 and 0;8, Fig. 5.1.
*9 [k]-like voice was articulated at 0;8.

that of English adults' "thank you" in a conversational situation.

We can classify two kinds of intonations: Intonation as the expression of

emotion and intonation as the indicator of meaning. At this stage, the intonation

pronounced by the Ss is the former. The latter develops after this stage and

through the development of the phoneme-systematization.

3) The objects, refered by these words, had a deep relation with Ss' organic

needs. A dog had been owned by T.T.'s and E.D.'s family and a dog had been

seen in E.T.'s neighbor's garden. It had been their favorite pet. A hen had been

in Ya.N.'s garden and had become the center of her interest. A car had been

Yu.N.'s and C.W.'s favorite object and an airplane had been H.K.'s, T.T.'s. Y.S.

had been fond of playing game in which she imitated a train. To say "bye-bye"

waving a hand or to put a cap on a head had been the sign of going out which

E.T., Ya.N., C.M. had been fond of. E.T., C.M., C.W. had been interested in

handing over something to someone else and taking it back from it saying [har]

or [tett~d] or [dcedce]. H.K. had been fond of looking for flies. Of course, they

had been fond of their father and enjeyed food.

4) These words had been heard by the Ss very frequently. For example,

"hai" is used when a Japanese hands over a thing to someone else.
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Sex difference: There was no difference between boys and girls, except that

the first words that boys spoke were /bm/ (car), /bumbm/ (airplane) etc., while

girIs had no such special words.

Recial difference: At the sixth stage some important differences between

japanese and Americans were observed. As shown in Table 2, words spoken by

Japanese were differet from those by Americans. However, /baibai/, /wanwan/

or /wauwau/, /bu~/, /hai/ were spoken by both Japanese and Americans. Both

Japanese and Americans articulated [waruwaru]-like voice for /wanwan/ or /wau

waul. /bu~/ and /hai/ were the results of Japanese influence. /baibai/ was the

result of English influence.

We did not observe any meaningful differences between articulations of

japanese and Americans. Round vowels and consonants, articulated by the pro

truded lips, were not observed constantly. Americans articulated [iir]- or [ur]-like

voices instead of [u] or [u]. Their articulation looked like Japanese's. We think,

it is not the influence of Japanese-speaking-environment. To pronounce English

requires more differentiated articulation organs than to pronounce japanese. As

stated above, the intonations of these words were different in Japanese and

Americans.

Americans tended to be slower than japanese in the development of speech

at this stage, because they had to learn two languages.

Therefore, we can say that the phoneme system of parents does not influence

the development of an infant's speech until the end of the fourth stage, i.e. about

eight months. It begins to have an influence from the fifth stage, i.e. from about

nine months or later. And its influence is clear from the sixth stage on, i.e. from

about one year on.

At the sixth stage, the Ss tended to utter increasingly word-like or sentence

like voices or even repetitive babblings, changing pitch and stress, while they

were playing, even alone. Their utterances were almost meaningless. Their ut

terance might be a part of their play, or expression of their needs, or some talk, or

some conversation. Some of our 5s showed this tendency typically. For example,

E.T. showed this tendency clearly from eleven months on. But this tendency was

observed from the fifth stage in the cases of some Ss. E.T. could stand alone for

about thirty minutes at eleven months. We can say that when the maturation

of some organs, other than the phonation and the articulation organs, reaches some

level, an infant begins to concentrate on operating these organs and its utterance

is stopped or decreased. After a while, as its operation developes to a certain

level it begins to make utterances very much again.

While an infant is uttering these undifferentiated voices gradually its phoneme

systematization and verbalization proceeds through and after the sixth stage. We

will describe this process on our next paper.
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Table 3. Speech Development of E.T., a female Japanese.

M : mother F: father m: maid S: subject

g
t

d

n

a
y

e
y

p-

e
d
e
a
t-

M

Other BehaviorResponse to External
Voice StimuliVoice*

-----~,--_.._----_.~

S cried in a state of
discomfort.

I
[;:I] S cried differently

[0], [x]
when she was hung
ry, when her diaper

I was dirty and when
[;:Ik8] S responded to M's she wanted to be

calling her name. cared.
,

I
S responded to any When S was crying
person who talked to and M entered S's

[;:1:0;:1:] her while smiling, room S stopped cry-
with smile and ut- ing and looked at

rae], [6] terance. with smile.
[e], [1]

[j]

I
[c;] When S was crying

in bed and was take

[a], [ill] in M's arms S stop-
ped crying. After
while S began to cr
again. When M

[If], [x] began to walk S sto
ped crying.

[g], [k]

[egau] F talked to S with
[ill:] in rising intona-
tion and S responded

S looked around herto it in rising intona-
and there attentive!tion.
in a sitting situation

[ka6] Response in falling
intonation to F's
[<Dill:] in rising into-
nation.

S began to play alon
in bed. S grumble
in bed until m cam
to take her out for
walk and was deligh
ed to looking at m
every morning.

[x] S was glad to hear Sometimes S repeate
M's imitation of her opening and closing
[x]. her mouth or puttin

her tongue in and ou
without utterance.

Vtta.nee I

S uttered calm voices,
middle-vowel- and
glottal-fricative-like
ones, in a state of
comfort, in M's arms
or with M. S seldom
uttered sounds alone.
S still produced the
strange sounds.

S produced strange
sounds, moving her
body or stretching
her arms and legs.

S voiced glottal sound
intentionaly from
time to time but not
frequently.

S changed pitch.

Front-vowel-like
voices, Semivowel
like voice appeared.

S talked to M
spontaneously.

Appearance of frica
tive-like voice.

Differentiation of
middle-vowel-like
voice.

Glottal voices con
tinued.

They turned into
plosive-like voices by
chance.

S seldom produced
the strange sounds.

S uttered sounds
Iying on bed, did not
uttered them sitting
in M's arms or on
the floor supported
by M.

S began to utter
sounds alone in bed,
but less frequently
than with M.

0;2

0;3

0; 2,17

2nd
o ; 1

3rd
o ; I, 25 Calm voices

increased.

Stage I .
__~ Non-crymg

1st
0; 0,5

* These voices are not the same as those described by phonetic symbols but only roughly

similar to them. Refer to their sonagrams, in Fig. 1.
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Nasal-like accompani- [U6]
ed by vowel-like
voice.

0;4

0; 5

4 th
0;6

0; 7

Plosive-like voice, by
lips or by tip of ton
gue, appeared, but
exceptional.

As S got used to be
sitting her utterances
increased but only
slightly.

When S found a new
object or a person S
did not utter a sound.

Front-vowel-like
voices, back-vowel
like voices, consonant
like voices by lips,
appeared.

Variations of articula
tion were active, e.g.
in high pitch, by
inspiration, varying
one long utterance,
etc..

At the beginning of
0;5 S began to be
interested in playing
with toys and did not
utter many sounds.

At the end of 0;5 S
uttered sounds while
playing with toys.

When M entered her
room S shouted. But
this utterance turned
into crying easily.

Repetitive babblings

by lips dominate,

in whisper.

Repetitive babblings
by lips,

by front of tongue,

[p]
[tc]

[i]
[0], em]
em], [p]

[pcI>], [w], [~]

[<e] etc.

[memerue]

[<;erere]

[m:bobowa]

[mammammam]

[w£.w£.wa]

[wamwa:w<e:]

[... pa]

[;):aw£.]

[babababa]

[p'p'p'p']

[eeempm:]

[aardd~e]

[<ecI><edete]

[tcatrtj<et']

[t'at'at'a]

When Sheard M's
voice outside of her
room, S stopped cry
ing.

Almost every time
when S heard her
name called by M, S
turned to M.

S responded to M's
[a:o:wa] with almost
same intonation.

S imitated the same
aged boy's babbling
[babababa]. S did
not imitate M's or F's
babbling.

Sometimes S raised
hands in imitation of
F, staring at F.

S was glad to see M's
or F's peek-a-boo.

While uncomfort, S
cried using these arti
culation mechanisms
or grumbled with
nasalized-vowel-like
and glottal sounds, a
retarded articulation
pattern.

S cried when a strange
person approached
her.

S imitated M's, F's,
m's smiling.

S moved her mouth,
tongue, jaw in
various ways without
utterance.

S imitated waving a
hand of F, M, m and
person on TV.

S cried w hen she
looked at strangers,
except for children
and women the same
age as M.
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in high pitch.

Articulation

by back of tongue.
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[J1aJ1J1aJ1J1aJ1]
[.. ·t<c]

[kwd]

[raI]

[hrunde]

S cried using these
articulation mecha
nisms with nasalized
vowel-like sounds.

0; 8

5 th
0;9

0; 10

S's repetitive bab
blings were more
active when S was
playing alone than
when with another
person.

S articulated with tip
of tongue and upper
lip.

Articulation by tip
or front of tongue
increased.

Repetitive babblings
decreased very much.
Crying decreased and
non-crying utterance
increased to express
S's organic needs and
to evoke.

VVord-like voices,
conversation-like
intonations, e.g. rising
intonation, as if S
were asking a ques
tion, appeared.

S looked at M and
talked to her while
playing alone with
M nearby.

Differentiation of arti
culation mechanism
proceeded,

fricative-like voice.

[pa~<c~<c]

[cf>apara]
[p'pap<c]

[1m]

[<c], [d], [e:] etc.

[<prutatjru]

[e:~e] etc.

[d:], [e:] etc.

[tm]

m

[pdb<cb<cb<cb<c]

[e:e:e:eIeIeI]

Sometimes S imitated.
For example,
1st response to M's
[papapapa],
2nd response,
3rd response.

S stopped when she
heard M's "No !".

VVhen Sheard m
singing she began a
song-like changing
pitch, moving her
body rhythmically.

Calm voice response
increased when F, M
and m talked to her.

Imitation of M's m.
Every time S was on
her stool for bladder
training M said m.
Imitation of M's
[babababa].

S sang replying M's
asking "Sing !". S
not sing whenever
asked. VVhen S was
comfortable and
other person sang, S
sang.

S waved bye-bye
when Sheard M's
"bye-bye" at the
entrance hall on her
way to go out for a
walk in M's arms, but
not in another situa
tion.

S imitated clapping.

S concentrated on
trying to stand hold
ing something.

S was unstable, seemed
to be in a marginal
period, e.g. S began
to cry more easily
than before etc ..

S wished to do every
thing herself, e.g. eat
ing with a spoon etc..

S imitated F, M, m,
person on TV, raising
a hand, dancing, etc.,
intentionally.
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When S was huugry
and heard M's
"mamma (food)" S
was delighted.

When S was sleepy
and heard M's "nenne
(sleep)" S lay down
in bed, but not every
time.

--- ------ .~----'--------__c_--

6th
o ; 11 S said, waving good

bye in M's arm at
the entrance hall.

S was interested in
giving an object to a
familiar person and
taking it back, saying

Sometimes S said
when sleepy, but not
after lying down in
bed.

Sometimes S said in
eating situation.

[baba]

[tal]

[hal]

[nenne]

[mamma]

When Sheard M's
"bye-bye" in M's
arms S waved bye
bye even w hen not
at the entrance.

Imitation of M's [bai
baibaibai].

S imitated M, F, m,
using a vacuum
cleaner, using a comb,
drumming, piping,
writing with a pencil,
etc..

[<;wamwa]

[wamwa]

Her utterances in
creased while playing.

When S saw a famil
iar person coming,
S was glad and said ere], [h;:l] etc.

Imitation of M's
[mamma].

Imitation of M's
[waNwaN].

When M said her
"Stand" S stood
alone, l~oked at M
and smiled.

S could stand alone
for about 30 minutes.

Table 4. Speech Development of C.W., a male American.
M : monther F: father S: subject s: elder sister

~1e INon-e<ying Uttera=ce I Voice* Other Behavior

3 I'd
0; 5 S articulated most

vowel-like, nasalized
vowel-like voices,
except [a<], [u], [u],
[0], [a],

consonant-like voices,

by front of tongue,

by lips,

by tip of tongue,

by back of tongue,

(rather by chance).

[i], [I],
eel, [0],
ere], [a],
[;:l], [0], em], etc.

[<;], [j],

em], [/1],

Cd]

[0], [x], [D],

[9], [k]

In a state of discom
fort, S cried using
these articulation
mechanisms or grum
bled with nasalized
vowel-like voices and
glottal voices, a
retarded articulation
pattern.

* Refer to their sonagrams, Fig. 3.
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S combined and
varied articulations
in various ways, even
in high pitch, by
inspiration, etc..

4 th
0;6

0;7

0;8

Repetitive babblings

by lips dominate,

by front of tongue,

in whisper,

Articulation by lips,

by front of tongue,

by back of tongue

S uttered these bab
blings shaking his
body rhythmically.
S babbled slowly
while shaking slowly,
rapidly while shaking
rapidly. S's babbling
was not active when
S was motionless,
active when playing
actively. It was more
actice when S was
playing alone than
with another person.

Repetitive babbling
by tip of tongue,

by back of tangue.

Articulation by back,

by upper teeth and
lower lip.

[aaee]

[b;)bjabjabja]

[bw<pwpa]

[p'p']

[bb.. ·]

[m:m:ma]

[wa:wa::]

[a:;)a:;)a::]

[aleld:?eI]

[J1eJ1J1eJ1]

[b ba]

[p<p;):]

[t;eI]

[tt;;)]

[ka], [1';)]

[ha::]

[wac]

[ndItja:]

[ta:t'tja:]

[tIta:]

[kxa:kjwka:]

[kx], [ga:]

[v]

Response to M's [ba],
with the same rising
intonation.

Sometimes S moved
his mouth, jaw,
tongue without ut
terance.

S was afraid of
strangers.

S cried using these
articulation mecha
nisms with nasalized
vowel-like sounds.

.--------------+--------------i------------
5th
0;9 Utterance when S was

alone decreased and
utterance for evoca
tion and expression
of his organic needs
increased.

Changing pitch and
stress, not rhythmical
ly, increased, e.g.
rising intonation as if
S was asking, etc..

[a:], [;)], etc.

[a:]

Vocal response to a
familiar person who
talked to him
increased.

Response to M's
"Won't you talk?"

S was fond of watch
ing another person
playing peek-a-boo.
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0; 10

0; 11

I; 0

Sometimes S looked
at M and talked to
her while playing
alone with M nearby.

When S concentrated
on doing something,
e.g. playing with a
new toy, trying to
stand etc., S was
quiet.

Repetitive babbling
did not decrease
much, e.g. talking to
a doll, reading a
book.

S uttered various
non-specific sounds,
even repetitive bab
blings, mainly by
back of tongue, inten
tionally, when play
ing near M or play
ing with s or M, as
if in conversation,
etc..

When S saw a friend
of M's coming, he
talked to her

Flap-like voice, Eng
lish-word-like voices
with fricative-like
voice, round-vowel
like voice, without
reference to any
specific objects.

S was fond of giving
an object to a famil
iar person and taking
it back, uttering non
specific voices

S spoked frequently
without reference to
any specific situations.

[ugeugeu]

[g6Ug6Ug6U]

nro;}o;}";}]
[ga:Uga:Uga:U]
[!;}biiI:]

[bun]

[a ba]

[fInfI]

[tIdID

[bu:bu:]

[da:da:da:]

[da:da:]

[a::h;}Id;}]

[hal]

Response to M's

Response to M's
"book".

When S heard music
he began a song-like
changing pitch.

Response to M's
"How big is :hl'lrlh~'nl

[k.nt~;}n]* ?", in
falling intonation
with his hand raised.
This was the imita
tion of M's "So big !"
in falling intonation
with her hand
M had asked him
and had answered
herself frequently.

Response to M's
calling his name.

When S was asked
"Where is Muffen ?",
S looked for his dog.

S stopped when he
heard M's "No !".

S tried to stand alone
holding something.

S stood on his knees.

S could stand alone
for a while.

S imitated M, F, s,
telephoning, drinking
from a glass, etc..

* Chrichan was a pet name of Christopher in a Japanese style.
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6 th
I ; I S said, when S was [bm:bm:]

playing with his
wooden car, i.e. pull-
ing it.

S gave an object to [d<ed<e]
a familiar person and
took it back repeated-
ly, saying in rising
intonation.

When M told him
"[oISnmIlk] (good
milk)", S was delight
ed.

S went to bed when
M talked to him
"[nenne] (sleep)" in
Japanese.

S knew who daddy
was, who mommy
was.
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*1 Both [11. Fig. 1.46. and 1"1. Fig. 11.1. ,"er,' articulated by the tip of the LOngue nd thc upper
lip,

*2 Whcn an infant i on a stool for blad kr training. mother ay [I J. in Japan,
*'~ 1'h'" arc the variations of [baibail. It mean~ "good-b)''' both in Japanese and .\medean

baby-talk,
*4 Th e are th,' variations of [wa ...."...a"]. It mean' "00\\ "ow" In japane<e bab,,-talk,
*5 [mamma) mean "food" in japane, bab ··talk.
.. japan \f' ay [hail. ,,'hcn they hand "I' n object to anoth 'r prr 011.

7 [bm:) mcan "car' in Japan' bab ·-talk.
*8 japane (' r 'pl [hail, when their namc i ('alled,

Ipapp;>] I on of the varialion' 0 [poppo), It mca,,, "lralll" In jap ne~e baby-tal',
*10 [da:d<c) m 'an "thank you" or"h r(' it i ".
.. I J [bolclj is on of Ihe ,'ariation of [bo:ci). It meam "cap" or "hat" 10 Japane<e
*12 [kokkol mans' hen" or 'Toek" in Japane bab)-talk,

I [wamwaw) m -an, "bow wow",
*14 [nj;i:nJ m -ans "cal" in Japane e baby-talk.
*15 [Ielljie) S' '1'0' tu mean "thank you" 0" "h"re it i ".
*1(; [bm:mbw:'iJ mans "airplan .. in japant' e baby-talk.
*17 [bwmbw] means "Ay".
*J!l [bw:] mean' "airplane",
*1 [da:da:j mcan\ "daddy",




